
WORLD WAR II AND THE CONFLICT IN THE MIDDLE EAST

The Middle East Theatre of World War II is defined largely by reference to the British Middle .. See also[edit]. Middle
Eastern theatre of World War I Â· List of conflicts in the Middle East Â· List of modern conflicts in the Middle East.

For years Syria had used the Golan Heights to rain shells on northern Israel. The resounding defeat of Greek
forces in Anatolia opened the way for Kemal to march north towards Istanbul. These included the vague
wartime promises made between and - the Hussein-McMahon correspondence of , the Sykes-Picot Agreement
in , and the Balfour Declaration of - which planted the seeds of resentment and conflict once their full extent,
and their imperialist and contradictory nature, was revealed in  Apocalyptic scenarios are just as speculative as
the hope that the region will find its way to new and more stable borders and improved political structures.
Israeli soldiers climbed the plateau and overran Syrian gun emplacements. That was exploited fully by the
Germans. The Soviet Union and the United States were eager to gain oil concessions of their own, and both
countries pressured the Iranian government to grant such concessions. Presence in Iran A huge American
establishment, employing tens of thousands of U. French forces withdrew from the southern Turkish region of
Cilicia in following a gruelling conflict with Turkish nationalists that cost France heavily in lives and money.
A smaller number were withdrawn on a separate mission from Heraklion , but these ships were attacked en
route by Luftwaffe dive bombers and suffered serious losses. After the war and the turbulence of the
immediate post-war years, the ties between the erstwhile foes repaired rapidly, epitomised by the moving
words attributed to Ataturk on a war memorial at Gallipoli. Baghdad, in the former palace quarter behind the
Assassin's Gate: Two years after the American withdrawal, Iraqis are once again in full control of the so-called
Green Zone, located on a sharp bend in the Tigris River. As its soon to be promoted commander
Major-General William Slim wrote: "We could move we could fight and we had begun to build up that most
valuable of all assets a tradition of success. It hastened the demise of the Ottoman Empire and paved the way
for the emergence of a state-system albeit initially under mandatory rule that remains largely in place today.
Learn more about U. A parallel may be drawn with the divided Europe up until , where the ramifications of
the World War II remained highly visible across multiple generations and made it difficult to establish
historical distance from events whose legacy continued to resonate decades after. After India became
independent, the Middle East remained the one place in the world that Britain continued to have some degree
of influence. On the other side of the wall, in the red zone, death has once again become commonplace. Islam
was viewed by nationalists as backward and an obstacle to progress. Not only did the Greeks stop the attack,
they forced the Italians back. On 19 January , British Commonwealth forces counter-attacked from Sudan in
the north and Kenya in the south. Iraq was involved in World War II, though the involvement was short-lived.
By February , Commonwealth forces appeared to be on the verge of overrunning the last Italian forces in
Libya, which would have ended Axis control in all of Africa. The defeat of Egypt, Jordan and Syria in the
Six-Day War in effectively spelled the end of the Arab nationalist movement, which in the end was largely
failure. King Faisal of Saudi Arabia played a major role in the oil embargo in which the Arab nations hope
would force the West to take a more ant-Israeli position. The Greek forces were thus defeated in detail. In the
s and 50s, populations in the Middle East continued to rise. However, in a humiliating development for
Britain, only New Zealand supported the call for bellicosity, while France and Italy both refused to support
Lloyd George.


